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It all begins with a simple touch...

Have you ever wondered if it was possible  

to control your lights, music, security system, 

even temperature – from across the room? Or 

how about from across the globe?
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Imagine all your music, movies, sports and TV at your command via a sleek remote, tablet or convenient touch pad in any 

room. Imagine your security, climate, lighting and more all under your control from any location with your favorite mobile 

device. The ELAN Entertainment and Control System brings this power to you.

 

Personalized to fit your lifestyle, ELAN solutions range from simple media room control to whole-home entertainment and 

automation, even remote monitoring of vacation homes. And with its uniform look and feel, no matter which ELAN interface 

you touch, it will always feel like home.
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Lighting Irrigation Video Pool / Spa Photos

=  Look for the Eco-Friendly icon to learn the various ways ELAN helps you help the environment

Intercom
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...your home at a glance.
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HOME
Think of the things you do to get ready in the 

morning: turn on the lights, check the weather and 

traffic reports, maybe even turn on the morning 

news. ELAN delivers your world at a glance with a 

personalized dashboard for your home. Customize 

your screen with the things you use most such as 

lighting, audio, security systems, even weather 

forecasts. With ELAN it’s all about you.
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MEDIA
What if your entertainment systems worked the 

same in every room and did not require a table 

full of remotes? Whether you prefer your tablet or 

the unmatched convenience of the ELAN handheld 

remote, access to your entertainment is simple 

and easy. 

...it’s a whole new 
entertainment experience.
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SECURITY
Does your current security system ramp up the 

lights when the alarm sounds? Does it flash the 

exterior lights to alert the neighbors? ELAN adds 

this intelligence to better protect your investment 

and your family. Plus, it allows you to remotely arm 

or disarm the system and can send email alerts to 

your smart phone.

...peace of mind at home or away.
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CLIMATE
Studies have shown that lowering a thermostat just 

three degrees can save up to 10% on your energy 

bill. With ELAN not only can you automate these 

adjustments, but you also gain access to detailed 

history views that allow you to monitor the system 

and make informed decisions about consumption. 

And if you own a vacation home, you’ll love the 

remote access that gives you control while away.

...changing the temperature was never so cool.
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LIGHTING
If part of your bedtime ritual involves going from 

room to room checking the lights, there is a better 

way. With ELAN a simple touch can quickly turn 

them all off, or set the perfect party mood for the 

entire home. Save energy by dimming lights, man-

aging shades and creating custom schedules for 

landscape lighting. Plus, remote access features will 

ensure you always arrive to a well-lighted home.

...bright ideas for the way you live.
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IRRIGATION
The dials and switches used by many irrigation 

systems can be confusing and difficult to use. 

ELAN takes the guesswork out of watering 

your lawn and puts you in control with a simple, 

easy-to-read display. Conserve water by setting 

up personalized schedules, or give landscapers 

limited remote access to monitor the system and 

make adjustments.

...grow your green and save some blue.
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INTERCOM
Answering the front door from across the house – 

or across the world – is as easy as answering a call. 

With ELAN, communicating with family members 

is simple and convenient using any ELAN g! touch 

screen interface or the g! mobile app. You can even 

link multiple homes using ELAN so you’ll always 

be able to check on the kids in the other room, or 

Grandma across town.

 ...Connecting you to what really matters. 
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VIDEO
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then video 

must be priceless. Whether you’re checking on a 

vacation home, checking on your family at home, 

or simply wondering who is at the front door 

– nothing gives you peace of mind like seeing 

them at your fingertips. Best of all, you can view 

the same live video from your home, office or 

anywhere in the world with your smart phone or 

any connected device.

...keep an eye on what’s important to you.
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POOL / SPA
Wouldn’t it be cool if you could turn on the spa 

from the bedroom as you don your swimsuit? 

ELAN also lets you conserve energy with scheduling 

of pumps, water features and lighting, even 

controlling automated covers. Monitor pool 

health, receive customized alerts and even 

control the system from your smart phone. 

...take control of your backyard paradise.
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PHOTOS
Are your photos trapped in your phone, camera 

or computer? Unlock those memories by turning 

every touchscreen and TV into a digital picture 

frame. Share slideshows directly to your home 

theater screen.

...all of your memories at your fingertips.
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NOW THAT YOU KNOW WHAT YOU CAN DO...

HERE IS HOW YOU CAN DO IT.
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Powerful combination of keypad 
and touch screen functionality

Control music & movies as well as
lighting, climate and security

Instant-on and quick-start WiFi
on every pick up

Space-saving charging station
fits anywhere

ENTERTAINMENT CONTROL
You may actually fall in love with this sleek, powerful 

and easy to use remote. But wait . . . it’s more than 

just a remote. Not only can you surf the channels, 

but you can also control your lighting, climate and 

security from the comfort of your chair or anywhere 

in the house.  Even browse for music to create your 

sonic soundscape.

...entertainment & housewide control.

HR200 Handheld Remote
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ON THE GO...
MOBILITY THAT 
FOLLOWS YOU
Your lifestyle moves with you and so does ELAN. 

You are always just a touch away from home 

with popular devices including iPhone®, iPad®, 

or Android phones and tablets. Whether you are 

high on a mountaintop or at the park with the kids, 

you can check the temperature at the house or 

just make sure everything is secure. And it’s also 

a great way to keep tabs on your vacation home. 

Your Mac or PC

Your iPad

...use your favorite mobile device or computer.

Your iPhone or Android Phone

...simply easy to use and always there.
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...use your favorite mobile device or computer.

ALWAYS THERE...TOUCH 
CONTROLS FOR THE WAY 

YOU LIVE AT HOME
Sometimes you need controls to be in the same 

place every time. That’s what ELAN in-wall controls 

do for you. Busy places such as the kitchen and 

living room are ideal for in-wall touch screens or 

keypads.

...simply easy to use and always there.

gTP7 
7" Touch Screen

gTP4 
4" Touch Screen

gKP7 Keypad
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...with the g1, your TV is more than just a TV.

YOUR TVs

EVERY TV CAN BE A 
CONTROL SURFACE WITH 
THE ELAN ON-SCREEN 
DISPLAY
The same look and feel as your other ELAN 

screens, just use the five-button cursor navigation 

on any learned handheld remote control or with 

an ELAN handheld remote. You don’t even have to 

leave your chair to adjust the temperature or turn 

on some lights. 

...making magic in your home.18
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...with the g1, your TV is more than just a TV.

YOUR TVs

THE BRAINS BEHIND IT
There is plenty of magic that comes from the 

heart of the system. With ELAN’s automation and 

control capabilities can be scaled to your house 

regardless its of size.  

...making magic in your home.

gSC10 SYSTEM CONTROLLER

g1 SYSTEM 
CONTROLLER

gSC2 SYSTEM CONTROLLER
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S1616A MULTI-SOURCE/MULTI-ROOM AUDIO CONTROLLER

AUDIO NEVER SOUNDED 
THIS GOOD
You will be hard-pressed to get the kind of audio 

quality from other systems. This multi-source, 

multi-zone amplifier/controller paired with high 

performanc speakers will take you to another level 

of appreciation for sound.  In fact, we know once 

you have experienced it, you will know for sure you 

are in a different league.

...when you hear it, you will believe.20
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KEYPAD CONTROLLERS AND DIMMERS

SMART SWITCH/DIMMERS

LIGHTING OPTIONS 
TAILORED TO YOU
ELAN lighting will illuminate the possibilities and 

create conveniences that make living in your home 

a real pleasure.  Begin with a small project that 

can be retrofitted or fill a large house with lighting 

radiance. Use ELAN Lighting, or virtually any 

major lighting brand including Lutron®, Vantage®, 

CentraLite® – just to name a few.

...from simple to sophisticated lighting options.
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Peace of mind for homeowners world-wide.

Since 1989, ELAN has been dedicated to simplifying the connected home. Our award-winning 

entertainment and control systems seamlessly combine music, TV, climate, lighting and 

other home systems with an easy-to-use interface that puts you in control – from anywhere 

in the house or anywhere in the world. Now delivering products in over 50 countries through 

a network of hundreds of independent installation companies, ELAN is creating peace of 

mind for homeowners world-wide.
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YOUR WORLD 
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YOUR WORLD MADE SIMPLE

Visit elanhomesystems.com for more information.
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